This paper Proposed an extension of general linear model tracking system design ,in general nonlinear systems model, proposed a new design method of model tracking control system, proved the system is internal bounded, validate this design method is effective.
Introduction
Model tracking control can make the object of control output follow a proper state of a model response, model tracking control is to make the output of control object to respond which is following a proper state model, model tracking control is to make the output of control object to respond which is following a proper state model called reference model. Through the proper control role that before feeding and feedback can gain the system of model tracking control. So far, the system of general model of the tracking controls research not common yet.
The mention of control system in this article is to divide the control object into linear part or nonlinear part to be considered and then design a control system of internal bounded [9, 10] . As this method is derived from the model of generalized linear systems of tracking control design way [8] . The zero point of nonlinear part's transfer functions required to steady and satisfies the stable condition. when the control objects are nonlinear, between the constancy of contrary system and the linear or nonlinear part of this original control systems have complex relationship, You can get an actable circuit of control system, if you use the nature of nonlinear part very Positive. Generalized system including dynamic nature of describing system often differential equations and static nature of describing system algebraic equation. The research of general nonlinear tracking control, it is very useful to theoretical and practical application in engineering aspects.
The enactment of the problem
The Control object of general nonlinear systems is formula (1) (2) (2) B and C is the matrix of appropriate number, every vector can meet the following relationships. 
, it is the polynomial which numerical value has been known, satisfies the following equations. This model is provided by the formula(5). 
The design of this article discusses are some design problems of general nonlinear model tracking control system which can make internal of the control system bounded, and the d-value of output force ) (t e gradually withdrawn into 0.
Design of control system
In order to make the design of the nonlinear systems internal state that is stable and has the only solution. Set controls object (1), (2) ) (x f satisfies the formula (10) .
/ , output force of the control object ) (t y could be supplied by the formula(11).
Then the formula(11)could express the formula (14) )
r N is regular matrix. Then the formula(15)could supplies the ) ( p T which is a stable multinomial diagonal matrix.
is known constant numerical polynomial, you can get S(p) from meet the Number requirements d n of diagonally polynomial.
Next the calculation system into force. using a stable over the diagonally matrix ) ( p Q . By (5), ( 7 ), (14) and (16) , can get the result from (24) (27). (45) by Kalman Theorem and (38), (41) 
is bounded, otherwise, using ) (t u of (23), from the above conclude, ) ( p H can be turned into (53).
In Lyapunov equation and apagoge we can prove ) (t x bounded [10] . 
Simulation results
Designed as the following general nonlinear model following control system, request respond of system. The respond of system is shown in fig 1. Output error gradually approaches to zero, confirm the effective of this design methods.
Conclusion
This article based on general linear model following control system discuss a design method of general nonlinear model following control system, and demonstrated inside of system have bound. Last in numerical value verification the effective of this design.
